
WRITING A SITCOM BBC

Situation comedy is in some ways a dramatic form, in that it must tell a story. Philip Larkin put it neatly when he said a
satisfying story has a beginning, a muddle.

Do this for your A plot and any subplots until you have an interesting, escalating story with promising comic
scenes, and a strong payoff, then fill in the dialogue and action. And they've watched a lot of TV. For Frasier it
might be: the adventures of a celebrity radio-psychiatrist living with his dad. What I found out surprised me,
and changed the way that I watch television. The audience should always want to know what is going to
happen next, and be intrigued. If someone twisted your arm and demanded you write down twelve episode
ideas for your sitcom, could you do it? Submit a letter to the editor or write to letters theatlantic. Involvement
in a story depends on the characters through whom it is told. Every line of your script should either be a joke,
a character line or a plot development. Nearly all new scripts are first episodes. Write the entire scene heading
in caps and separate all of the information using a dash. Elaine buys her friend a bra but the friend uses it as
provocative outerwear. In brief, an average day would consist of me sitting in a room, staring at a white board
covered with illegible scribbles, grinding out pages of scripts late into the night to ever diminishing deadlines
while stuffing my face with sugar rich-foods, trying to stay awake. It'll be around six thousand words give or
take a couple of hundred depending on how verbose you are with your stage directions. This could be the end
of the show, but it is coming too soon. And one of the mantras of this blog is that Confusion is the enemy of
comedy. In Frasier his job as a radio psychiatrist gave him plenty of free time and brought him into contact
with many interesting people. What are you interested in? Each of the above has a good premise â€” in each
case it would be relatively easy to write down a long list of ideas for future episodes. With little idea as to
where I should begin, I turned to the confidence-inspiring blog, Wise Sloth whose author, like me, has no TV
writing experience , which provided a page breakdown of sitcom formats that I used as a point of departure for
my own study. The trouble was the Brittas character was so obnoxious it was difficult for anyone to root for
him. Ron confronts Leslie, who is now called before the disciplinary committee. Give your characters good
reasons to go in completely the wrong direction - or step into the path of a bus. If you're making an art-house
film, you've got time to go wandering off on a twenty minute philosophical tangent. This flexibility allows you
to hone down a script and concentrate on the action and dialogue that will deliver the humour. In the
meantime, don't waste your time and energy getting angry and despondent.


